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One of my first leadership lessons occurred two Twenty-two years later, I was preparing a
decades ago when I was traveling in Europe presentation to a group of individuals charged
(though the significance of the moment didn’t with helping leaders in Michigan to grow their
dawn on me until years later). I was in London, businesses. I was looking at my definition of
standing at a Tube station (what we would refer leadership and the tools I had developed to help
to stateside as a “subway station”), waiting for a leaders not only to grow their businesses but also
train. As the train arrived and the doors opened, to develop their own capacities as leaders. As I
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I heard a disembodied©female
voice
from
reflected on my hundreds of conversations with
declare, “Mind the gap!” My initial reaction was a leaders and all the books, TED talks, speakers,
smile and a chuckle because of the British accent and classes which I had experienced, I recalled
and the puzzling command. After a moment’s that moment in London and it hit me: the basic
contemplation, I realized that she was advising challenge of leadership, whether leading others
me to watch my step in order to avoid injury while or leading yourself, comes down to creating and
boarding the train from the platform. I listened, I saw managing the gaps—the spaces between where
the gap that needed to be managed, and I took the we are and where we want to be.
appropriate step to successfully navigate the gap.
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What Color Is Your Parachute (Richard Neslon
growing organization
or with promotion to a
“Success in the knowledgeaeconomy
Bolles; 1970) is one of the most popular
WHAT IS LEADERSHIP?
comes to those who know themselves
leadership role.
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all
of these
career books of all time.
Going experiences,
through all
— their
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and
Leadership is the ability to create
and
exercises in the
book
will simple
provide you
I’ve becometheconvinced
that
the
lesson
howof
they
best perform.”
with
detail about
whyago
you want
to do what
successfully manage the closing
gaps.
I
learned
in
London
years
contains
a key
— Peter Drucker, “Managing Oneself”
you do and many specifics about where you

message for want
leaders:
leadership
is about
to go. effective
It will also take
you many hours
gap management.
Therethe
are
three key
gaps
every
to accomplish
exercises
and to
achieve
the outcome
creating aleadership:
career target. That
leader must master
for of
effective

The second thing that hit me
thatCreate
Mind thea gap!
Tipis#3:
Target
works for some people, but for others a shorter
was a warning: far too often, I’ve met leaders
version would be helpful. Here are some
performance
for your
for you togap
consider
and to answer to
who saw the presence of a gap as something 1. Creating aquestions
“If you don’t know where you are
going,
organization
(a.k.a.
strategic
planning).
help
you
create
a
target
for
yourself:
to avoid or a problem that hadyou
towill
bewind
blamed
on
up somewhere
else.”
someone else. Carol Dweck helped put this issue —
Berra
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goals:
2.Yogi
Managing
the gap in
your organizational
into perspective for me in her book Mindset: The
performance (a.k.a. operational planning for
• Option 1: Where do you see yourself in 12
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exact she
detail shares
needed for any plan will
New Psychology of Success
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which
leadership-team
health).What challenges are you
to 18 months?
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having
a
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in
mind
is
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looking
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to
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learning through the difficult
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on a commitment, and perceives a negative
• Option 1: What do you want to be doing
for people is getting work done. It’s hard to
outcome as the first step tolabor
doing
it
better
next
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at first
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create
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have
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Dweck’s book, which offers
valuable
insight
follows a two-step
process:
4
advice that can help you grow to the point where
you come to see gaps as opportunities to lead Step #1: Define where you want to be in three
and learn.
to five years.

A simple way of looking at the future for your
organization is to pick a date three to five years
in the future. Imagine yourself at an all-company
meeting someday, standing in front of your team
talking about successes over the past three to five
years. In this scenario:

The Three Gaps to Master
I work with leaders and organizations primarily at
growth transition points. This work has connected
me with dozens of leaders challenged with steering
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What Color Is Your Parachute (Richard Neslon
“Success in the knowledge economy
Bolles; 1970) is one of the most
popular
trUPERFORMANCE™
TIP:
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career books of all time. Going through all
As you look around at your facilities,
products,
— their strengths,
their values,
and McCann
Greg
concisely
illustrated
the you
the exercises
in the
book will provide
perform.”
customers, and people, whathow
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youbest
see?
with detail
about whytoyou
want a
to do what
impact
of
working
together
solve
— Peter Drucker, “Managing Oneself”
you do and many specifics about where you

What are you celebrating?

business problem
while team-building, “If the
want to go. It will also take you many hours
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then
processand
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target. That
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outcome.” This
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Tip
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for some people, but for others a shorter
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and
number
of a Targetthe planningworks
process.
version would be helpful. Here are some
people?
questions for you to consider and to answer to
What is your role in the company?

“If you don’t know where you are going,

help you create a target for yourself:
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up somewhere
else.”
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picture
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vary, having a specific destination in mind
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getsjourney. and
to a successful
Here margin
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you would like to help solve?
three
having some sort of plan:
created when, for each one
ofbenefits
those tostatements,
capable of taking a critical look
you answer the question:• What
is the current 4. Be willing• and
Option 2: In your current role, what would
It makes it easier to ask for help. Things
at theor current
andof?
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state? (If you’re unsure, just written
answer
with
a great
youstrengths
like to do more
What would you like
down
can be
shared with friends
to
do
less
of?
of
all
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(including
you)
and the
key sponsors.
big “?”)
organization.
• An end target allows you to set intermediate Long-term goals:
This exercise creates the performance
gap for
goals. One of the top motivating factors
It also needs
to get completed, which means
your organization and is the foundation
of
strategic
• Option 1: What do you want to be doing
for people is getting work done. It’s hard to
resisting
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to make
in two to five years?
If you the
had tolanguage
create a
laborlike
day after
day of
without
or seeing
planning. It’s that simple, and,
many
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for
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what
would it
any
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of
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Having
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and
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to
create
an
endless
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of
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things leaders do, it’s not that easy. It requires you
look like?
intermediate goals helps us feel
success
that paralyzes the process. Trust your judgement
to:
and provides us with fuel for the rest of the
and make a• need
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a piece
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and, using a
journey.
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pictures
(no
words),
create
a picture be
of
goal
for
the
next
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Your
outcome
should
1. Bring a group of leaders into a room to get
you
at
your
best.
When
you
look
at
it,
what
•
It
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a
basis
for
change
discussions.
a vision for the future that creates clarity for the
their opinion.
does it say about your gifts and passions?
Life is rife with the unexpected. Change
team.
Now, let’s brainstorm a little: what are two
happens. A set goal provides an opportunity
2. Listen and be open to input from others.
or three roles we can think of that fit you at
to talk about whether a given change is
Stepgoal,
#2:and
Createyour
the
same picture for twelve
best?
positive with respect to our current
how our work must change if we
shift
goals.
months from now.
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WHAT IS A GAP?
A gap is the space between where we are
and where we want to go. Sometimes, it’s as
simple as stepping onto a subway car, but in
business it becomes a complex exercise to
determine precisely what your current state
is and to use some of those same measures
to define a future state.
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The next step
for creating the performance gap
is to look at the current state versus the future
state and ask everyone: what has to change and/
or get done in the next twelve months to launch
our journey toward this vision? Have each team
member come up with three to five goals for the
organization and write them on a 4x6 sticky note.
This size note is key to ensuring that everyone has
an equal chance to share their ideas by limiting
their thoughts to what will fit on the note. This will
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Color Is Your Parachute (Richard Neslon
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—
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works for some people, but for others a shorter
to lead as the tasks aroundTip
planning
evolve,awhile
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with no strategy in place to execute
version would be helpful. Here are some
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questions for you to consider and to answer to
you don’t
where you are going,
support the work at each step.“IfDoes
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up somewhere
else.”
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the exact detail needed for any plan will
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that
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to Things
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follows
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you like to do more of? What would you like
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Change
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happens. A set goal provides an
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ofthree
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successful completion of
do you and your team have
around
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roles we can think of that fit you at
to talk about whether a given change is
the
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would
look
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to awith
folder
onto the
your best?
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respect
our current goal, and
how our work must change if we shift goals.
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trUPERFORMANCE™ TIP:
A Best Practice. As the leader, is pulling the
came out of each meeting. The benefit? The
detail of a plan together and keeping track of
leader was humble enough to admit their
changes one of your strengths? I worked with
weaknesses and a key team member stepped
an organization where the most organized
up, sharing their strengths for the betterment
person was not the leader, so they took on
of the team. This is an example of using the
the duty of running the weekly meetings and
planning and leading process as a way to
tracking the issues and commitments that
strengthen relationships.
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What Color Is Your Parachute (Richard Neslon
Step #2: Ensure that the owner
of thein goal
“Success
the knowledge economy
Bolles; 1970) is one of the most
popular
trUPERFORMANCE™
TIP:
those
who know themselves
understands it, wants to do it,comes
and tohas
the
career books of all time. Going through all
— their
and
on
delineate
the leadership
exercises in thewill
bookoften
will provide
you
strengths, experience, support,
andstrengths,
time totheir values,Writings
how they best perform.”
with
detail
about
why
you
want
to
do
what
distinctions
between
leadership
and
complete it.
— Peter Drucker, “Managing Oneself”
you doThe
and many
about where
management.
mostspecifics
essential
thingyou
to
want to go. It will also take you many hours
understandto accomplish
about the
difference
We’ve all committed to goals that we had no idea
the exercises
and tobetween
achieve
these
two
concepts
is
that
leaders
create
the outcome of creating a career target.
That
how to accomplish. Remember the energy around
Tip
#3:
Create
a
Target
works
for
some
people,
but
for
others
a shorter
gaps for organizations, teams, and individuals
saying “yes” and the paralyzing fear minutes or
version would be helpful. Here are some
and then questions
providefor sufficient
resources to
hours later when you realized that you had no idea
you to consider and to answer to
“If
you
don’t
know
where
you
are
going,
successfully
manage
those
gaps, while
how to do it? It’s true that leaders have to figure
help you create a target for yourself:
you will wind up somewhere else.”
managers work with people and organizational
things out, but full or partial failure on major tasks — Yogi
Berra
goals:
resources Short-term
to effectively
manage day-to-day
can sink an organization. It is essential that a
changes
that goals
leader has the confidence to
say,
don’t
know”
or,for anyoperations
• and
Option
1: Wheretodoensure
you see yourself
in 12
While
the“Iexact
detail
needed
plan will
to
Whatweekly
challenges
are you
on18amonths?
daily and
basis.
“I need help.”
vary, having a specific destination in are
mindachieved
is
critical to a successful career journey. Here are
benefits to having
rhythmthree
of checking
on some sort of plan:

looking for? What problems do you see that
you would like to help solve?

Step #3: Create a
Gap #3: Managing the Individual
progress and problem-solving
any
issues
that
• Option 2: In your current role, what would
• It makes
it easier
to ask
for help.
Things
Performance
Gap Created by the Previous
you like to do more of? What would you like
arise.
written down can be shared with friends or
Two
Steps
(Leadership
to do less of? Development/
key sponsors.
Create a routine of regular progress check-ins and Individual Development)
•

An end target allows you to set intermediate

Long-term goals:

solving problems created by
challenging
goals.
One of the topgoals
motivating
factors
This
is the single biggest issue in any organization,
and a changing business environment
as work
theydone. It’s hard to • Option 1: What do you want to be doing
for people is getting
but
especially
ininthe
two high-growth
to five years? Iforganizations
you had to create a
day after
day without
arise. This is where the reallabor
ability
of leaders
tofeeling or seeing
work with.career
Framing
thisyourself
concept
in what
terms
of it
path for
today,
would
any sort of success. Having a that
targetI and
argue, listen, think, and act intermediate
will be created
and
look like? (for the sake of simplicity),
goals helps us feel
success
leadership
development
tested. The most effective leadership
teams
and provides
us withmeet
fuel for the rest of the
there are two• truths
to observe:
Option 2: Take a piece of paper and, using
journey.
weekly to solve the big issues
and to continually
pictures (no words), create a picture of
monitor progress toward the most important goals. 1. The formula only
for ateffective
can
bewhat
you
your best.leadership
When you look
at it,
• It provides a basis for change discussions.
Embrace the mantra: “95% done
it say
your gifts
passions?
Life isis
rifenot
withdone.”
the unexpected. Change
summarizeddoes
thus:
myabout
capacity
as and
a leader
+
brainstorm a little: what are two
happens. A set goal provides an opportunity
my capacity Now,
asthree
alet’s
manager
+ the capacity of
or
roles
we can think of that fit you at
to talk about
whethernot
a given change is
Step #4: Be a micro-supporting
manager,
my
team
≥
the
accountabilities
of my role + the
your best?
positive with respect to our current goal, and
a micro-manager.
accountabilities
of the strategic plan I own +
how our work must change if we shift
goals.

anything else that happens to impact
our plan.
2014 Scott of
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Create time to dive into the© details
the Allgoal
4
others. While leaders must trust their peers’ ability to 2. Effective leadership development in a growing
plan and execute a goal, it’s important that someone
organization is based on the premise that my
reviews the details to provide input, challenge
capacity as a leader is increasing faster than
assumptions, and bring a different perspective to
the leadership needs of my team and the
the solution. This is not micro-managing, it’s microorganization.
supporting. All leaders should expect this from
their peers and certainly from their teams. Large A couple of points with regard to these truths
or complex goals should be reviewed by the entire merit special attention. First, the definition of
leadership team.
effective leadership must include your team. The
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“Success in the knowledge economy
comes to those who know themselves
— their strengths, their values, and
how they best perform.”
— Peter Drucker, “Managing Oneself”

Tip #3: Create a Target
“If you don’t know where you are going,
you will wind up somewhere else.”
— Yogi Berra

What Color Is Your Parachute (Richard Neslon
Bolles; 1970) is one of the most popular
career books of all time. Going through all
the exercises in the book will provide you
with detail about why you want to do what
you do and many specifics about where you
want to go. It will also take you many hours
to accomplish the exercises and to achieve
the outcome of creating a career target. That
works for some people, but for others a shorter
version would be helpful. Here are some
questions for you to consider and to answer to
help you create a target for yourself:
Short-term goals:

While the exact detail needed for any plan will
vary, having a specific destination in mind is
critical to a successful career journey. Here are
three benefits to having some sort of plan:

•

Option 1: Where do you see yourself in 12
to 18 months? What challenges are you
looking for? What problems do you see that
you would like to help solve?

•

•

Option 2: In your current role, what would
you like to do more of? What would you like
to do less of?

It makes it easier to ask for help. Things
written down can be shared with friends or
key sponsors.

An end target allows you to set intermediate Long-term goals:
goals. One of the top motivating factors
• Option 1: What do you want to be doing
for people is getting work done. It’s hard to
in two to five years? If you had to create a
labor day after day without feeling or seeing
career path for yourself today, what would it
any sort of success. Having a target and
look like?
intermediate goals helps us feel success
and
provides
us
with
fuel
for
the
rest
of
the
single biggest reason that most entrepreneurial shown that only ten percent of learning happens
• Option 2: Take a piece of paper and, using
journey.
companies fail to grow beyond ten people is that in the classroom,
so we(nomust
learning
only pictures
words),create
create a picture
of
your best.
When
lookconditions
at it, what
the leader is the chief doer
either
is content
inyou
ourat work.
The
twoyou
key
• who
It provides
a basis
for change opportunities
discussions.
does itcreation
say about your
and passions?
Life leverage
is rife with the
unexpected.
Change
with the status quo or cannot
the
true required
for the
of gifts
these
learning
Now, let’s brainstorm a little: what are two
happens. A set goal provides an opportunity
talents of their team to grow
the business. In opportunities are
(a) roles
trusting
or three
we can relationships
think of that fit youthat
at
to talk about whether a given change is
John Maxwell’s book The 21positive
Irrefutable
Laws
of current
allow
truth
spoken
best? through feedback, and (b)
with respect
to our
goal,
andto beyour
how
our workWill
mustFollow
change if we
goals. ability to ask for help.
Leadership: Follow Them and
People
theshift
leader’s
•

You, Law #1 is the “Law© 2014
of Scott
the Patchin.
Lid.” AllMaxwell
Rights Reserved.
www.thetrugroup.com
4
goal is succession planning,
states that, “If your leadership rates an 8, then Whether the
your effectiveness can never be greater than a developing future leaders, or addressing the
7. Your leadership ability—for better or worse— leadership needs of a growing organization, using
always determines your effectiveness and the these formulas to assess the performance of
leaders in their roles will tell you whether or not a
potential impact of your organization.”
gap exists or will exist.
Second, typically training is not mentioned
anywhere in leadership development. Leaders The path to successfully managing the individual
in growing organizations need to own their own performance gap consists of committing to and
development and find ways to learn on the job. developing four habits. My experience of working
Training is a part of the solution, but studies have with hundreds of leaders and individuals has
© 2016 Scott Patchin. All Rights Reserved.
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What Color Is Your Parachute (Richard Neslon
convinced me that if these habits
arein the
in place,
“Success
knowledge economy
Bolles;
one of not
the most
popular
“The existence
of1970)
trustisdoes
necessarily
comes to those
whoare
know themselves
chances are that individual performance
gaps
career books of all time. Going through all
mean
one another, it means they
— their strengths, their values,
and they like
the exercises in the book will provide you
being effectively managed.
how they best perform.”
understand with
onedetail
another.”
about why you want to do what
— Peter Drucker, “Managing Oneself”
you do and many specifics
about where
you
—Peter
Drucker
Habit #1: Create a rigorous selection process to
want to go. It will also take you many hours

ensure that no leader is given a role that they don’t
to accomplish the exercises and to achieve
the outcome gap.
of creating
a career
target.
That
I once
had
a leader
have the capacity to perform. Alternatively, have This is the forgotten
Tip
#3:
Create
a
Target
works
for for
somemy
people,
but for others
a shorter
question
the
need
services
because
he
a plan in place to support the leader while they
version would be helpful. Here are some
who can
figure
it out.”and
Mytoresponse
build that capacity. This applies to both internal “hired leadersquestions
for you
to consider
answer to
“If
you
don’t
know
where
you
are
going,
was simple. help
“They
but at what
you can
createfigure
a targetitforout,
yourself:
promotions and external hires.
you will wind up somewhere else.”
cost to your bottom line and human capital?” It’s
— Yogi Berra
goals:
Habit #2: Create a high-trust environment at the an expensiveShort-term
lesson, for example, to turn over
leadership-team level in which
members
or will
two highly
skilled
individuals
or to in
make
• Option
1: Where
do you see yourself
12
While the
exact detailprovide
needed for one
any plan
to 18 months?
Whatof
challenges
are you
feedback to each other vary,
at having
least a quarterly
to mistakes
specific destination
in mind is that impact
the profit
the organization
looking for? What problems do you see that
critical
to a successful goals.
career journey.
Here are
recognize progress towards
development
by even
ten percent.
you would like to help solve?
three benefits to having some sort of plan:
Reset development goals annually. High trust also
exists if leadership team •members
are meeting
• Optionthe
2: In your
current role, what would
Gap
X: Owning
Gap
It makes it easier
to ask for help.
Things
you like to do more of? What would you like
written
down can
be other
shared with friends or
one-on-one to check in with and
support
each
to do less of?
sponsors.
(i.e., fostering friendships). Inkey
my
experience, if a I’ve written about the challenges that the leaders
I work with face in owning their gaps in my white
team doesn’t practice either
ofend
these
• An
targetbehaviors,
allows you to set intermediate Long-term goals:
goals.
Oneto
of the
motivating
factorsOwn It! 5 Tips for Managing Your Career
the trust level is too low for the
team
be top
able
to paper
• OptionThe
1: What
do you want toof
be doing
and
Performance.
importance
“owning
for people
is getting
workto
done.
It’s hard
to
have the kind of healthy conflict
that is
required
in
two
to
five
years?
If
you
had
to create
a
labor day after day without feeling
or seeing
it”
bears
mention
at
this
point.
Think
about
what
make effective decisions.
career path for yourself today, what would it
any sort of success. Having a target and
you’re doing (orlook
not
doing) to own the individual
like?
intermediate goals helps us feel success
performance
gaps
that
appear when your leaders
and provides
us the
with CEO
fuel for the rest of the
Habit #3: Conduct one-on-ones
between
•
Option
2:
Take
a piece
of paperplans
and, using
journey.
gaps by
creating
and
and leadership team members
annually to create and teams create
only pictures (no words), create a picture of
working to manage
those gaps.
development plans, quarterly
review
progress,
you at your best. When you look at it, what
• It to
provides
a basis
for change discussions.
does it say about your gifts and passions?
and monthly or bi-weekly Life
for ismicro-supporting
rife with the unexpected. Change
Toopportunity
assist in thisNow,
self-reflection,
answer
theare two
let’s brainstorm
a little: what
happens. A set goal provides an
conversations.
or
three
roles
we
can
think
of
that
fit you at
questions:
to talk about whether a given change is
positive with respect to our current goal, and

your best?

Habit #4: Connect each member
of work
the leadership
how our
must change if we
goals.
• shift
What
gaps do I see in my own performance?
team to a peer group that meets
a
couple
of
times
© 2014 Scott Patchin. All Rights Reserved.
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do I see in my teams’
4
per year and/or ensure that each member has • What gaps
performance?
met with a mentor in the past eighteen months.
In my experience with leadership teams, one of
• What can I do to assist in closing these gaps?
the primary barriers to teamwork in the C-suite
is ego. Performing this habit provides a form of • What help do I need from my teams in closing
these gaps?
support for a leader that is often viewed as safer
because it is with an outside group of peers or a
more experienced leader. It also creates a strong
“Whether you think you can, or you think you
network around your leaders to support their
own ability to see megatrends in the market and can’t – you’re right.”
—Henry Ford
become more aware of partnership opportunities.
© 2016 Scott Patchin. All Rights Reserved.
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What Color Is Your Parachute (Richard Neslon
value of career
development and of knowing
“Successhave
in the knowledge economy
Bolles; 1970) is one of the most popular
“Leaders have followers. Managers
comes to those who know themselves
what
future
opportunities
areGoing
available.
career books of all time.
throughCreate
all
employees. Managers make widgets.
Leaders
— their strengths,
their values, a
and
the exercises
in the bookmy
will two-month
provide you
written
plan
or
go
through
make change.”
how they best perform.”
detail about
why you
want to do what
process towith
create
a career
plan.
——Seth
Peter Drucker,
Godin“Managing Oneself”
you do and many specifics about where you

want to go. It will also take you many hours
to accomplish
exercises and to achieve
Action Plan:
Nextthe
Steps
the outcome of creating a career target. That
Tip #3: Create a Target
works for some people, but for others a shorter
Taking ownership of your gaps can be achieved in Your first step
on the path to creating and
version would be helpful. Here are some
two steps:
managing your
gaps
can
taken and
by toanswering
questions for
you be
to consider
answer to
“If you don’t know where you
are
going,
help you create a target for yourself:
the questions:
you willgaps
wind up somewhere else.”
1. Recognize that any performance
— Yogi Berra
Short-term goals:

that exist are yours to own. The simple
• What do you believe leadership is?
act of asking the four questions
above
1: Where do you see yourself in 12
While the exact detail needed for •any What
plan willpart• ofOption
this gap
discussion resonates
to 18 months? What challenges are you
creates ownership by demonstrating
three
vary, having a specific
destination in mind is
strongly
withfor?
you?
looking
What problems do you see that
critical toto
a successful
Here are
critical behaviors: willingness
ask for career journey. most
you would like to help solve?
three benefits to having some sort of plan:
help, willingness to accept feedback, and
• Around which piece do you most want to
willingness and ability to
follow
through
on
• Option
2: In your
currentyour
role, what
would
increase your
capacity
and/or
team’s
• It makes it easier to ask for help. Things
you
like
to
do
more
of?
What
would
you like
written down can be shared with friends
or
commitments.
capacity to lead?
to do less of?

key sponsors.

2. Proactively build your capacity to lead before
• What area does your leader need to focus on
• An end target allows you to set intermediate Long-term goals:
that capacity is needed. Acknowledge
the
most?
goals. One of the top motivating factors

• Option 1: What do you want to be doing
for people is getting work done. It’s hard to
two to five years? If you had to create a
labor day trUPERFORMANCE™
after day without feeling or seeing
TIP: in
career path for yourself today, what would it
any sort of success. Having a target and
look like?
intermediate
goals helps us feel success
In my experience of working
with leadership
progress is on-schedule
based solely on what
and
provides
us
with
fuel
for
the
rest
of
the
teams, I have found three things that will sink your
they see or• hear
without delving deeper.
Option 2: Take a piece of paper and, using
journey.
ability to effectively manage gaps. It’s important
only pictures (no words), create a picture of
Lack of Competency
or Commitment:
When
you at your best.
When you look at it,
what
• It provides
a basis
for change 2.
discussions.
that every leader understands
these
potential
doestoit people
say aboutwho
your gifts
and
passions?
Life
is
rife
with
the
unexpected.
Change
we
assign
work
lack
the
skills,
pitfalls from the beginning of the process and
Now, let’s brainstorm a little: what are two
happens. A set goal provides an opportunity
time or energy
to complete it, the work does
actively works to minimize toortalkeliminate
these
or three roles we can think of that fit you at
about whether a given change is
not
get
done.
I
watch
your
best? for leaders who ask for
threats every day.
positive with respect to our current goal, and
helpgoals.
and teams that openly and professionally
how our work must change if we shift

Three Hidden Threats to© 2014
Effectively
Scott Patchin.
Managing the Gap

All Rights Reserved.

1. Lack of Trust: In an executive team, lack
of trust manifests as leaders not asking for
help before it’s too late—usually because
they feel like they should be able to do it on
their own and they have a big title. Another
manifestation occurs in leaders who are
unwilling to ask questions of their peers if
they don’t understand the progress that’s
being made, or who question whether the
© 2016 Scott Patchin. All Rights Reserved.

question the ability of a peer to finish
a critical
www.thetrugroup.com
task. This4 is a critical moment with trust and
truth that will make all the difference.

3. Lack of Meeting Time: If a leadership team
doesn’t hold meetings at least weekly, with
quarterly and annual reviews, the managing
part of gap management never gets done well.
Another potential pitfall is that the team only
meets when the leader is there to run it. Both
situations are threats to managing the gap
effectively.
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What Color Is Your Parachute (Richard Neslon
A second step would be to
take in the
self- About
“Success
the knowledge
economy the
Author
Bolles;
1970) is one of the most popular
comes to those
who know themselves
assessment at the end of this document
to identify
career books of all time. Going through all
their organization
strengths, their values, and
in the book
will provide
you
some specific gaps that exist for—your
Scott Patchintheisexercises
the founder
of The
trU Group,
a
how they best perform.”
with
detail
about
why
you
want
to
do
what
and for you as a leader.
leadership
and coaching practice
— Peter Drucker, “Managing
Oneself” development
you do and many specifics about where you
focused onwantgrowth
oriented
to go. It will also take youorganizations
many hours
Finally, I firmly believe that in great organizations and leaders.to He
accomplish
and toat
achieve
can the
be exercises
contacted
scott@
the outcome
of creating a careerLearn
target. That
everybody leads. I leave you with a quote to thetrugroup.com
or at 616.405.1018.
more
Tip
#3:just
Create
works for some people, but for others a shorter
illustrate that leader is more
than
a title:a Target
about Scott atversion
www.thetrugroup.com.
would be helpful. Here are some
questions for you to consider and to answer to

“If you
don’t
where you
are going,most
My hope is that, from wherever
you
sitknow
in your
Scott’s
People-Centered
help recent
you createbook,
a target for
yourself:
you
will
wind
up
somewhere
else.”
organization, you will see those gaps, create those Performance, is also available on Amazon for
— Yogi Berra
Short-term goals:
gaps, and make change.
leaders desiring to become more people-centered
approach
to leadership.
• Option
1: Where do you see yourself in 12
While the exact detail needed for in
anytheir
plan will
to 18 months? What challenges are you
looking for? What problems do you see that
you would like to help solve?

vary, having a specific destination in mind is
critical to a successful career journey. Here are
three benefits to having some sort of plan:
•

It makes it easier to ask for help. Things
written down can be shared with friends or
key sponsors. TrUst and TrUth

•

Option 2: In your current role, what would
you like to do more of? What would you like
to do less of?

Long-termform
goals:of leadership
• An end target
allows youin
to set2.intermediate
When I launched my consulting
business
The most effective
goals.
One
of
the
top
motivating
factors
2009, I became that consultant, sitting across
development follows the formula: LEARNING
• Option 1: What do you want to be doing
for people is getting work done. It’s hard to
the table from leaders. I was
faced
with
posing
+
DOING
=
GROWTH.
in two to five years? If you had to create a
labor day after day without feeling or seeing
career path for yourself today, what would it
the big questions: What problem
are
you trying
any sort of
success.
Having a target and
look like? I defined one of my
With
this
epiphany,
intermediate
goals
helps
us
feel
success
to solve? What’s keeping you up at night? I found
and provides us with fuel for the
rest
of
the
of leadership and put
that leaders tend to identifyjourney.
problems clustered foundational •philosophies
Option 2: Take a piece of paper and, using
it
into
my
company’s
name.
This create
two-pronged
around their perceived needs, rather than asking
only pictures (no words),
a picture of
is central
toyour
thebest.
underlying
philosophy,
you at
When you look
at it, what
It provides acapabilities.
basis for change precept
discussions.
how to improve their own•leadership
does ittrU
say Group;
about yournamely,
gifts and passions?
Life is rife with the unexpected.and
Change
name, of The
that the
Now, let’s brainstorm a little: what are two
happens. A set goal provides an opportunity
From my two decades of working
with
leaders
two
things
leaders
must
every
are
or three
roleswork
we canat
think
of thatday
fit you
at
to talk about whether a given change is
and studying leadership, two
truthswith
have
building
trUst—between
your best? the leader and the team,
positive
respect to our current
goal, and
how our work must change if we
goals.
emerged:
asshift
well
as within the team—and leveraging that
trUst to get the trUth, in all its forms, on
the table.
© 2014 Scott Patchin. All Rights Reserved.
www.thetrugroup.com
1. If your leadership journey is driven by the
(The “U” is 4capitalized because, as a leader, for
latest book, you will end up spending too
trust to exist and truth to emerge, I must first
much time chasing someone else’s vision of
focus on “U.” I believe firmly that being a peopleleadership.
centered leader is essential to effective servant
leadership.)

© 2016 Scott Patchin. All Rights Reserved.
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What Color Is Your Parachute (Richard Neslon
“Success in the knowledge economy
Bolles; 1970) is one of the most popular
comes to those who know themselves
career books of all time. Going through all
— their strengths, their values, and
the exercises in the book will provide you
how they best perform.”
with
detailand
aboutcreate
why youplans
want to to
do what
assessment
will
help
you
see
the
gaps
close
— Peter Drucker, “Managing Oneself”
you do and many specifics about where you

SELF-ASSESSMENT:

How are you doing? This
them.

want to go. It will also take you many hours
to accomplish the exercises and to achieve
Gap #1: Creating a Performance Gap for Your Organizationthe
(Strategic
Planning).
outcome of creating
a career target. That
Tip #3: Create a Target
works for some people, but for others a shorter
version would be helpful. Here are some
Yes / No 1. We have a written long-term plan (3-5 years) forquestions
the organization.
for you to consider and to answer to
“If you don’t know where you are going,
help you create a target for yourself:
2. We have written
goals forelse.”
the organization to accomplish in the next
you short-term
will wind up somewhere
Yes / No
—
Yogi
Berra
year.
Short-term goals:

Yes / No

3. We haveWhile
set sales
and income goals for the organization
1 year
3-5 in 12
• Option 1: for
Where
do youand
see for
yourself
the exact detail needed for any plan will
years thatvary,
thehaving
leadership
team
has
reviewed
and
approved.
to 18 months? What challenges are you
a specific destination in mind is

looking for? What problems do you see that
critical to a successful career journey. Here are
you would like to help solve?
three
benefits
to
having
some
sort
of
plan:
If you answered, “No” to any of these questions, you are not doing the
work as leaders to create the

performance gap for your• organization.
you
to Things
explore this
in 2:
greater
I encourage
• gap
Option
In your depth,
current role,
what would
It makes it easierIf to
askwant
for help.
you
like
to
do
more
of?
What
would
youor
like
you to read my white paperwritten
on strategic
planning
(please
contact
me
for
a
complimentary
copy)
down can be shared with friends or
to
do
less
of?
sponsors. for some ideas.
review one of the followingkey
documents
•

Long-term goals:

An end target allows you to set intermediate

•

Building Your Companies
Vision, James C. Collins and Jerry I. Porras (Harvard Business
goals. One of the top motivating factors
Review article)
• Option 1: What do you want to be doing
for people is getting work done. It’s hard to

•

careerRustad
path for yourself
today,
what would it
sort of success.
Having J.
a target
and
Can You Say What YouranyStrategy
Is?, David
Collis
and Michael
(Harvard
Business
look like?
intermediate
goals
helps
us
feel
success
Review article)

in two to five years? If you had to create a

labor day after day without feeling or seeing
and provides us with fuel for the rest of the
journey.

Option 2: Take a piece of paper and, using
only pictures (no words), create a picture of
you at your best. When you look at it, what
• It provides a basis for change discussions.
Gap #2: Managing the Gap
Your
Performance
does(Operational
it say about yourPlanning).
gifts and passions?
Lifein
is rife
withOrganizational
the unexpected. Change
Now,
let’s brainstorm a little: what are two
happens. A set goal provides an opportunity
or three roles we can think of that fit you at
talk about whether a given change is
Yes / No 1. We have thetowork
defined by quarter to achieve theyour
annual
goals.
best?
positive with respect to our current goal, and
how our
workquarter
must change
shift goals.
2. Each of the goals
in this
has ifawe
single
owner, a due date, and a clear definition of

•

•

Traction: Get A Grip On Your Business, Gino Wickman

Yes / No
Yes / No

© 2014
Scott Patchin.
Rights Reserved.
what “done”
means
for theAllgoal.

www.thetrugroup.com

4

3. The leadership team meets weekly to review the progress of quarterly goals and
our weekly scorecard.

Yes / No 4. The leadership team meets quarterly to set or reset the goals for the next quarter.
Yes / No 5. We have a history of achieving 75% or more of our annual goals.
Yes / No 6. We have a budget in place and metrics that we review at least monthly.
If you answered, “No” to any of these questions, you are not doing the work as leaders to manage
the organizational performance gap by defining the work that must occur and effectively managing
© 2016 Scott Patchin. All Rights Reserved.
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What Color Is Your Parachute (Richard Neslon
“Success in the knowledge economy
Bolles; 1970) is one of the most popular
changes and problems that arise.
to explore
this gap
in books
greater
depth,
please
contact
comesIfto you
thosewant
who know
themselves
career
of all
time. Going
through
all
their on
values,
and
me for a complimentary copy —
oftheir
my strengths,
whitepaper
strategic
planning.
I
have
also
included
a
list of
the exercises in the book will provide you
how they best perform.”
withon
detail
why you want to do what
resources at the end of this document
that I often share with clients
thisabout
journey.
— Peter Drucker, “Managing Oneself”
you do and many specifics about where you
want to go. It will also take you many hours

Gap #3: Managing the Individual Performance Gap Createdtoby
the Previous Two Steps
accomplish the exercises and to achieve
(Leadership Development/Individual Development).
the outcome of creating a career target. That

Tip #3: Create a Target

Yes / No 1. I delivered annual evaluations to all of my direct
“If you don’t know where you are going,

works for some people, but for others a shorter
version would be helpful. Here are some
reports
questionson
for time.
you to consider and to answer to
help you create a target for yourself:

2. I have one-on-one
discussions
with each
you will
wind up somewhere
else.”of my direct reports at least once a
Yes / No
—
Yogi Berra
month.
Short-term goals:
Yes / No 3. Each of my
direct
reports
has
a development
•
While
the exact
detail
needed
for any plan willplan.
Yes / No 4. I would

vary, having a specific destination in mind is
gladly
rehire all of my direct reports into
critical to a successful career journey. Here are
three benefits to having some sort of plan:

Option 1: Where do you see yourself in 12
to 18 months? What challenges are you
theirlooking
current
for? roles.
What problems do you see that
you would like to help solve?

If you answered, “No” to any of the first three questions, you are not doing the work as leader to
• Option 2: In your current role, what would
• It makes
easier
to ask more
for help.effective
Things
develop the capacity of your
teamitto
become
at their
roles. A key item to remember
you like to do more of? What would you like
written down can be shared with friends or
is that the habits you create
your leaders are more likely totobe
by them with their
do repeated
less of?
keywith
sponsors.
teams. If you have bad habits, those will become the norm for the rest of your organization. I
Long-term
• An end target
you to setstruggling
intermediate with
offer thirty-minute conversations
with allows
any leaders
this togoals:
help think through a plan
goals. One of the top motivating factors
to move from no to yes onforthese
questions.
Contact
me
via
email
(scott@thetrugroup.com)
• Option 1: What do you want to be doingor
people is getting work done. It’s hard to
phone (616.405.1018). labor day after day without feeling or seeing
in two to five years? If you had to create a
career path for yourself today, what would it
any sort of success. Having a target and
look because
like?
intermediate
goals
helps
us
feel
success
If you answered, “No” to question #4, your job is doubtless harder
you have to spend
and provides us with fuel for the rest of the
too much of your time and
energy
supporting
the
performance
of
underperforming
team
• Option 2: Take a piece of paper and,
using
journey.
members. The question that must be addressed in this instance
whether
it is acreate
casea of
theof
onlyispictures
(no words),
picture
at your best. When you look at it, what
• Itseat
provides
a basis
for change
discussions.
right person in the wrong
or the
wrong
person
in the right you
seat.
does it say about your gifts and passions?
Life is rife with the unexpected. Change
Now, let’s brainstorm a little: what are two
happens. A set goal provides an opportunity
Reading List to increase your capacity to manage the gaps: or three roles we can think of that fit you at
to talk about whether a given change is
your best?
positive with respect to our current goal, and
Gap #1: Strategic Planning
how our work must change if we shift goals.
© 2014 Scott Patchin. All Rights Reserved.
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•

Good To Great: Why Some Companies Make the Leap and
4 Other’s Don’t, Jim Collins

•

Why Strategy Execution Unravels and What to Do About It, Donald Sull, Rebecca Homkes,
and Charles Sull (Harvard Business Review article)

•

Can You Say What Your Strategy Is?, David J. Collis and Michael G. Rukstad (Harvard
Business Review article)

•

Building Your Company’s Vision, James C. Collins and Jerry I. Porras (Harvard Business
Review article)

© 2016 Scott Patchin. All Rights Reserved.
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Gap #2:

What Color Is Your Parachute (Richard Neslon
“Success in the knowledge economy
Bolles; 1970) is one of the most popular
Operational Planning
/ Execution
comes
to those who know themselves
career books of all time. Going through all
— their strengths, their values, and
the exercises in the book will provide you
how they
bestWickman
perform.” and Mike Paton
Grip: A Business Fable,
Gino
with detail about why you want to do what
— Peter Drucker, “Managing Oneself”
you do and many specifics about where you

•

Get a

•

Traction: Get A Grip On Your Business, Gino Wickman

•

People-Centered Performance: Bringing Out Our Best Through Honest Conversation, Scott
Patchin
• Option 1: Where do you see yourself in 12

want to go. It will also take you many hours
to accomplish the exercises and to achieve
the outcome
of creating
a career
• The E Myth Revisited: Why Most Small Businesses Don’t Work
and What
to Do
Abouttarget.
It, That
Tip #3: Create a Target
works for some people, but for others a shorter
Michael E. Gerber
version would be helpful. Here are some
questions for you to consider and to answer to
“If you don’t
know where you
are going,
Gap #3: Leadership Development
/ Individual
Development
help you create a target for yourself:
you will wind up somewhere else.”
— Yogi Berra
Short-term goals:
While the exact detail needed for any plan will
to 18 months? What challenges are you
having a specific destination in mind is
Minutevary,
Manager,
Ken Blanchard and Spencer Johnson
looking for? What problems do you see that
critical to a successful career journey. Here are
you would like to help solve?
three benefits to having some sort of plan:

•

The New One

•

QBQ! The Question Behind The Question: What to Really Ask Yourself to Eliminate Blame,
• Option 2: In your current role, what would
Complaining, and Procrastination,
John
G.forMiller
• It makes it easier
to ask
help. Things
written down can be shared with friends or
key sponsors.
Self-Deception:
Getting Out of The Box,

you like to do more of? What would you like
to do less of?
The Arbinger
Institute

•

Leadership and

•

• AnFirst
end target
allows
you toGuide
set intermediate
Managing Right For The
Time:
A Field
For DoingLong-term
It Well, goals:
David C. Baker

•

• Option
1: What
do youL.want
to be doing
for people
getting
work done.William
It’s hard to
Management Time: Who’s
Got isThe
Monkey?,
Oncken
Jr. and
Donald
Wass

goals. One of the top motivating factors

labor day after day without feeling or seeing
any sort of success. Having a target and
intermediate goals helps us feel success
and provides us with fuel for the rest of the
journey.

in two to five years? If you had to create a
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experience with leaders who either brought out I always 4encourage leaders to define for
themselves what they think leadership is, and
the best or worst in everyone around them.
then ask them to use the training they receive
But why? While we can all agree on how to refine their own definition. This white paper
important effective leadership is, I find little is about helping you, as a leader, to develop
agreement or clarity on how to achieve it. Far too your understanding of what effective leadership
often, the path to good leadership gets defined looks like and how it translates into developing
by the consultant who is sitting in front of you. the people around you who are critical to your
The leadership-training business has become a success.
multi-billion-dollar business, resulting in leaders
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